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Ab6ttac章. The class (f of orthomodular lattices wlùc辑 have only nnitely m在ny commutators is Învesti
草草ted. The foUow始皇位eorems are proved: (f contains the ￥lock-finit嚣 orthomodular la ttices. E四ry
泣reducibl曹 element of l~ is simple. Every element of l" i嚣矗 direct prod姐ct of a Boolean 划萨迦raand
fmitely many simple orthomodu凶r lattices. 币le irred监cible eler四ents of "" which ar牵 modular， or are 

‘ :W-symmetric with at least one atom. 坦ave he注ht two or less. 

AMS (l削阶 S毒品bject dauíticatio髓(1980)_ 0岳ClS 攀

lCey w创d.s. Orthomodu坠r La统ic曹s. Boolean AJgebras, commutators. 

妇也 pap牵r initi在tes the investigation of orthomodular lattices (OMLs) in which the set 
of all commutators is 彻ite. We call such an OML commutator飞finite sínce the term 
block.finire is used for an OML with 句litely many bloc挝. In Section 1 we prove som牵
facts 毒bout commutators. The most notable of these is the fact that the joín of th牵 set

of all ∞mmutators ín L , when it exists, is central and the ínterval up to its orthocomple
ment i辜 1 Boolean factor conta泌íng al1 oth啻r Bool臼n factors of L. The maín results of 
the paper appear ín Section 2 where the foUowíng are proved. Every block-缸1ite OML 
is commutator.fmite. Every irreducible commutator-fmit曹 OML is s约lple. Every ∞m份

πlutator.fmite OML decomposes ínto a direct product of a Boolean algebra and fìnitely 

many 也nple OMLs. Final1y , if L is an irreducible commutator-fmite OML which is either 
modular or an AC-lattice, then L has height 革t most 2. 

1. Commutators in 3D Orthomodular Lattice 

Throughout this paper L and each Lt are OMLs. If L 1 is a subalgebra of L and a, b E L 1 

then LI [a， 的总 {x EL tI a 白<; b}. In case L 1 叫， the local universe of discourse , we 
write [a, b] for L [a. b]. IXI is the cardir划ity of the set X. We sometimes w民te 土 ey for 
xvy when xiy. For M, N Ç, L , we write MvN宿 {m V nl mEM.nEN} 俨MeN

when M~二 {xELI .c丰 n for al1 n EN}). Readers unfamìliar wíth the t章rminology or 
rudiments of orthomodular lattice theory are referred to [6]. Throughout the paper 
we ínvoke , wìthout comment, the distributivìty results associ革ted with FouH←Holl在nd

sets [5]. 
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By th啻 commutator of two el，曹mentsa and b of L we mean the element 

a. b: 嚣 (a v b) ̂  (a v b') ̂ 徊'v b)^ 怡'v b'). 

For X Ç. L , we defme com X 嚣 {a. b: a, b EX}. Note that 0 E com L where L ìscom. 
mutator-finite if Icom L I is 衍lite ‘

The commutator of two proj苦ctions in a von Neumann al伊拉ra is the projection onto 
the closure of the range of the ring theoretic commutatot PQ 叩 QP， cf. [坷，Theorem 1. 

It is not difficult to give 拍出部呻le of an OML having precisely n commutators for 
甜y cardinal number n. Let GIl be the 12-element OML having twO blocks, each with 8 
啻lements. 刀len G12 h辑$ prec总ely 2 cOmmutators. Any Boolean algebra B has just one 
commutator, in fact L is Boole扭 if and only if com L 嚣{町. and the horizontal sum of 
B with G12 has 3. If n is a cardinal number larger than 3 then the horizontal 到m of 
n 由 2 copi垂s of G12 has precisely n commutator事.

LEMMA 1. Leta, b EL. 
。) a.b 嚣 a.b' 嚣 a'.b 嚣 a' .b' E C({a, b}) Îl CC({a, b}). 
。) (R. Wille [1 2])扩a， b E C(.l' )then x ^ (a. b) 罩住 ^a). b 嚣怡'va).b.
(3) a 吵嚣a.b" 辑 a." .b 黯 a." .b1 ""a1 v b1 whereal 嚣 a^ (a.b)and b" 罩 b ^ (a .b). 
(的 These are equivalent: (i) a • b "a. (的 aC奋，仙)a*b 雷 O.

(5) a E com L iff there exists b" α with b-spα^ b'. i.e., with b pe.呻ecrive to α^ b' 
in 挡， αl

(6) Noaromis tl. commutato只

ProoJ吃The proof of (1) 添加lmediate.

(2) We may 棚me that L .. C(x阳 [0， x] x [0, x']. The ftrSt equa1ity holds in each 
factor and therefore in L. ηle second follows from the 如$t by (1) above and the De 
Morgan Law. 

。) a" v bl 嚣。 ^ (a *b)) v (b ^ (a *b)) 嚣 (a*b)^ (av b)=a.b by (2). Sim i1arly 
tl.l *b 嚣 (a ^怡 .b)).b 嚣 (a *b)^ (tI. .b) 辑 a.b.

(4) 白山 foUows either by a straightforward calculation or by observing that it works 
in any Boolean a1gebra as well as in MO(匀， the six element OML. and therefore in the 
free orthomo创lar lattice on two generators 间. p. 刀，剧. therefor章. in any ortho. 
modular lattice. 
。) If a 嚣 b*c 嚣 b v c, then an elementary computation shows that c is a common 

complement for b andα^ b' in [0, a]. Conversely. if c: b 句精(α^ c') for some b" α， 
then b 叫嚣 (b v c) ^ (b v c') ̂ 怡， v c) ^ (b' v c') 嚣 αsinc牵 bvc=bv(α^ b') 嚣 α， 0 嚣
c ^ (，α^ b') 睡 c ^ b'. α 盟C" v(α^ b')" c v b'. and b ^ c" O. 

(6)ηlis foUows from (幻，

Part (5) of the above Lemma yields the following observation in I(Jr). the lattice of 
在11 closed 孤单spaces of a Hi1bert space. Since , for orthogonal c10sed subspaces M and 
N, M -., N if and on1y íf dim M .. dim N (cf.肉， Section 1) the only noncommutators 
in l (Jf") are the fmite-dimensional subspaces of an odd d阳ension. Notic牵 that ， by part 
(3) of the above Lemma. for each commutatorαthere exist x , yEL with α 嚣 x*y 嚣
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x V y. Moreo￥er. for such a pair x ,y , x ^y 嚣 X^y' 罪 x' ^Y 黯 O. Part (4) of the above 
lemrna yield辜 the following 国portant res也lt 铺

COROLLARY 2. Every upper bound of com L is cenrral in L. 

REMAR.K 3. F or Xt ç二 Lj ， com(X， xX1)嚣。omX1)x (comX.); 牵quiv创ently. e E C(L) 
irnplie革 comL 植 com 抖， e] e com [0, e1. If a. b';;; c. then the comrnutator of a and b 
ÍS the 锦mewhe也er computed in L or in the OML 怡， c] . 

ηle proof of the above Remark is straightforward and left to the reader. In the sequel, 
we shall use the foilowing weil-k:nown interplay between intemal and extemal direct 
sums: L :::::L 1 xL1 仔 there exists' e E L with 悦， e] :::::L" [O, e'] :::::L1 andL 嚣 [0 ， e] e 
[0, e']. 

As in the theory of von Neumann algebras. we shalI say that an element e E L is 
Abelian if 币， e] is 喜 8∞le甜啕ebra. 白白 concept is basic to tne type decomposition 
of projection geom曹tries and will be used here 领mi1uly. Since 在 nonzero comrnutator 
must domin很苦 nonzero noncomrnuting elements, no nonzero Abelian element is a com
mutator. We shall 曹营it啻 CA(L) for the set of Abe江an elements of L 胃hich are a1so central 
Clearly an el啻ment e is in CA(L) if and only if [0, e] ~ C(L). 

在记OREM 4. C4(L) is rhe set of orthocomplements of the upper bounds for the set 
com L , and VCA(L)阳ists if and only ifVcom L exisrs. 
扩 h 嚣 VcomL 献iJts， then CA(L忖 [O， h'] and [O,h] contains no nonzero elements 

which are cenrral Abelüm elements of [0, h] (and, therefore. of L). 
Proof. Let U(∞m L) be the set of upp啻r bounds for com L and put 1嚣叫 :eE

U(com L)}. 1 is an order ideal. Also by part (4) of Lemrna 1, U(com L) ~ C(L). lt fol1o附

that l~二 CA(L). Conversely suppose that e E CA(L). Let x. y E L. τhen by part (2) of 
Lemrna 1, e ̂  (x .y) 嚣 (e^x).(e^y) 嚣 O.ηlerefore， x η ';;;e'. So eEI. Thus 1= 
CA(L). lt foUows by the D章 Morgan Law that Vcom L 理八U(comL)=(V月'嚣 01CA(L))'，

where the equation is to be interpreted in th曹$阳统也at if any join or meet exists, then 
the others do 革s well and equality obtai邸，

Let us now assume that h 嚣 Vcom L exists. Then h ìs th母 smalle革t element of U(com L) 
and 50 h' 部 the largest element of I=CA(L). Finally CA[O, h];: [O,h] rìCA(L)<; 
[0. h] rì [0，的嚣 {O}.

在lÍS result show$ that in 拥在rbitrary OML L , whenever one can estab1ish that VCA(L) 
exists. for ex缸nple by 50me fmiteness condition (as in S牵ction 2) or from the complete
ne怨。fL itse1f (as in projection geometries), then CA(L) must be a principal ideal. 

PROPOSITION 5. lf a v c 1 b v d then (a v b). (c v d)罩怡 .c) 筝。.d).

Proof. Let e 嚣 av c. τhen e is centr必 in the subalgebra generat创 by 怡， b， c, d}. 
Using the Foulis叩H甜甜d 白leorem and p缸t (2) of Lemrna 1, we compute 

伊 eb).(ced)

黯 ([(a$b)叫ce d)] ^e}e{[(a eb).(c e d)1 ̂ e'} 
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嚣 {[(aeb)^ e] - [(ced)^ e]}e{[(ae苟 ^e'J-[(c e吗 ^ e']} 
事 {[(a ^ e)e(b ̂  e)J - [(c ^ e)e(d ̂  e)J} e 

e{ [(a ^ e')e(b ̂  e')J - [(c ^ e')e(d ̂  e')]} 

'" {a-c}e{b-d}. 

COROLLARY 6. (1)扩α， ø e com L and a 丰 ß， then αv ßecomL. 
(2) 扩α， øecom L wirh ø 嚣 z *wand αCz，w. then a v ß e com L and α ^ßecomL. 
。) C(L)r飞 com L is a sub/attice 01 L as we/l as an 在iealol C(L).

F￥ωJ吃(l) Let a" a - c = a V c and ß = b 叫黯 bvd. τhen a V c .L b v d and Proposi
tion S applies. 
。)α ^ß 事 α^ (z * w).. (0: ^ z) -w by part (2)ofLemma l. Sincea' ̂  ß 嚣 a' ^ (z*w) 嚣

件'^z)-w， αv (J黯 α@ 位， ^ Ø) e com L by (1). 
。) Apply (2). 

It follow$ immediately from (坊。fth量 above Corollary thatαis a maximal commutator 
of L only if com [0, o:'J '" {O}. We conclud牵 this 臼ction with the following c加racteriza
tion ofth毒 mi挝mal nonzerO commutators of L. 

PROPOSITION 7. Ler a lHt << nonzero commutator 01ι 1ñI! 10l1ow崎 statements are 
equiw:ùenr: 

(1)α isa mÌ1l拥I nonzero commutator 01 L. 
(2) x < 0: implie! [0, xJ isa如，leJm a伊brø.

。}恒， αJisaho，宏ontal sum 01 Boolean algebrøs. 
卉。。王 Assume (1) and let x < α. Then {O} 嚣 com L (ì [O,x] .. com [O,x] by part 

(3) of Lemma 1 豁出at [0, x] is a Boole皿a1gebra. Now assume (2). F以 x< αwith

o<x. We need only show 由at C(x) i草草如lock of L. Now there exists a block B of L 
cont革ining x. Since B ~ C仅) we need only 必ow C(x) ç; B. Sinc牵 C仅) '" [0, x] e [O,x'] 
and B i5 a s运balgebra of L we n牵ed only argue that [O,x] U [O ,x'] Ç; B. We shall prove 
that [O,x] Ç; B. A削ar argument sho附 that [0, x'] ç; B. To this end let z <x and let 
weB. Since [O， x] 沁 a Boolean a1gebra by (匀， zCw ^x; s汹C毒 Z 丰 w ^ x', zCw ^ x'; hence 
zc\川剧毒吭 x e B implies w 黯 (W^x)v(W^X'). Hence，币， x] ç; C(B) ::. B s。 他2

扭，叫始出e horizontal sum of 岛。i牵制a1gebras. (3) 悔plies (1) is trivial and th曹 proof
is complete. 

COROLLARY 8. 扩 com L. regarded as a poset wirh the ordering inherited from L. is 
<<tomic then the S4t 01 alHtl.如I elements is jOÌJ噎 derue in L. 

Proo{. Let x e L. Eíther 抖， x] 沁 8∞lean or there e对.sts a min泣nal' nonzero com
mutatorα 损 [O， x]. We may ass运me the latter. By L量mma 1αis not 革n atom of L 50 

th牵re exists an elem毒nt a with 0 < a < α. By Proposition 7, a is abe1ian. 百lUS every non
zero element of L dominates a nonzero abelian element. A 主tandard argument [巧，
Lemma 7.2, shows that 出e set of在belian elements is jo泌 dense.
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2. Commutator-Finite Or伽omodu1ar La ttice吉

We now consider the principal subj号ct of our paper. Note that in a commutator.fmite 
orthomodular lattice Vcom L 牵对sts 50, by Theorem 4, th牵 C需ntral abelian e!ements of 
L form a principal id创. Also, by CorolIary 8, the set of abelian elements in a com. 
mutator.fmite OML is join den捎回 In the theory of projection geometries of von Neumann 
aI萨bras， lattices with this latt苦r property would be calIed type / or discrete. Not毒 that the 
class of commutator.fmite OMLs is closed under horizontal 剑m队伍nite direct products, 
subaIgebras and homomorphic 协ages. 币1毒 folIowing proposition shows that this c1ass 
cont喜ins alI block.finite OMLs. 

Let 曾 L denot告 the 就 t of aIl bl创始， i.e., max.织lal Boolean subalgebr战 of L and let 
aO =a anda1 =a'. 

PROPOSITION 9. Every block.jinite onhomo哗哗r lattù:苦 is commutator飞finite.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the numb母r of blocks. OMLs with one block 
在Z牵Boolean and therefore have on1y one commutator. Assume that the statement holds 
for alI OMLs having fewer than k blocks. Let L be an OML having k bl创始. By [匀，
τheorem 1, w量 mayassum哇， without loss of gener在lity ， that L h蠢事 no 8001垂an factor and, 
也lce the blocks of a prod出t are the product of the blocks in th牵 factors ， that L is 

irreducible. Sinc垂泪C例 = {Be 划L IxeB }, O<x< 1 forces 划C(:c) 每刻L SO 鲁 by
the indw: tion hypothe蹈，C(x) iscommutator-f汹汹.Sincea， b e C(a - b), (c∞lL)飞{l} ç 
U{com c(x): O<x < l}. Moreover 挝nce， by 抖， Theorem 1] , there are 佣ly 缸itely

m在ny C(x)'s, it follows that L 始 commutator.fmite.

百le class of commutator.句"ωOMLs s剧￠法y 在ontains the cl革ss .of block.缸lite OMLs. 
In fact, the horizontaI sum of infmitely many copies of the four element Boolean algebra 
isth母 simplest exarnpl牵 of a commutator.fmite OML which is not block-fmite. 

We now tum our attention to proving the folIowing theorem: a commutator-fmite 
OML i军泣reducible iff it is simpl牵. Michael Roddy recently proved 也is for block-fmite 
OMLs using a sub军tantially different technique. 自e presented it as an orthomodular 
analo部Je of th牵 Birkhoff-Menger Theorem [10]. Hereafter we u貌也牵 notatìon a也 for

(avx')^x;a化总 the Sasaki project幻n of a ontox. 

LEMMA 10. (1)扩 / is an ideal 01 L , then com /带/ () com L. (2) 扩 / is a p.ideal 01 L , 
then / () C(I) -/ () C(L). 
卉。of. (1) IfαEcom/， then α =a -b for som告 a， bE/ andα < a v b e / 50 that 

ae/. C饵versely ， ifαE / () com L , then a = a - b = a V b for some a, b e L by part (抖
。f Lemma 1. However. Q e /拙plies a, b e / and, hence, Q e com /. 

。) Le t / be 革 p-ideal of L. We need prove on1y that / () C(I)实/(飞 C(L). Let a e 
J() C(/) andx eL. 百len a/þ:c e / ç C(a) 50 x 黯 (x ^ a') v a/þ:c e C(a). 币lusae C(L). 

LEMMA 11. Let / be a nonzero ideal 01 the OML L with I com /1β'nite.' 7ñen (1) 
Vcom / e 1 () C(I) and (2) / () C的农 {O}.

卉。of. (1) Le t i e / and let h 嚣 Vcom /. By Lemma 10, part (1)，附 know th革t
com/Ç/. 白len. since com / is fmite, it follows that h e /. Hence 11 .. i ‘三 h v ie/ 韶山在1
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h • i e /. Therefore. h • i" h 50 that hCi by part (4) of L古mma 1. Hence. h e / n C(/). 
。) lf / ç C(l) this i运S t刊t盯附f

THEOREM 1口2. 扩 L is an i"educïble orthomodu lo.r Io. ttice 拟ch that no proper p-ideal of 
L contains infinitely many commutators. then L is simple. 

Proo{. Let / be 革 nonz垂泪 p寸deal of L. Then , by Lemm墨ta 10 and 11 , 

{O} 在/ n C(/) = / n C(L) 嚣 /n {O, l} 

so that 1 e / and /嚣 L. Hence. L 总 simple.

COROllARY 13. 扩 L is a commutator.finite orthomodulo.r Io.ttice. then L is i"educib/e 
if and on/y if L is simp/e. 

The 白leorem is, in fact , stronger th朋 the CorolIary. For ex革rnple ， if L ìs the horizontal 
sum of infinitely many copies of any commutator-finite OML having at least three com
mutators, then L satisfies the hypothesis of th告Theorem but is not commutator-finite. 
Asw母 observed just before Proposition 5, a lar草莓st Boolean summand may be found in 

a proj机tion geometry. Günter Bruns [坷，叽leorem 1, has proved that this phenomenon 
occurs in block-finite OMLs. The following Theorem, which is a r牵tlection of Theorem 4 , 
法 the correspondin墨 result for commutator.fmite OMLs. 

τHEOREM 14. 扩 L is a nonBoolean commutator-finite OML , then L 加s a un勾ue
onhogofllÚ decomposition L 罩 [O.eo].[O， ed..... 忡. e,.] where eo 必 the 崎'est

cen l1'al abelian e/ement of L. each ej e C(L) and each 币， ek ]， 1 白白，总 simple and 
IIOnBoolean. 

Proof By Theorem 4 CA斜)阳 a 1吨.est element eo and e~ 嚣 Vcom L. Since eo is 
central L 疆 [0. eo] • [0, e~]. By Remark 3 , com L = com 怡，圳，姐dif[O.e~]= 帝主iEJ
[0, ei] with eachφ0， then each summand has 以 le削 two commutators 50 that 1/1 < 
IcomLI. w牵 may 革ssum啻 that / has maximal cardìnality anlong all such decompositions 
of 币， e~]. Then each 栩栩rval [0. 创始 irreducible and , henc章， by Corollary 13 沁 simple.
Moreover each ei(i 注 1) is an atom of C(L). Since any such decomposition of [0. e~] is 
determined by the atoms of C(L) n [0, e~]. the decompo翠ition is unique. 

We now tum our attention to irr牵ducible modular commutator-finite OMLs. We show 
that none of them ha主 height gr槌ter than 2. We sha l1 need to cite the foI1owing two 
放lportant results. 

LEMMA 15. (1) (R. Baer) 1在el'e 必 no β'nite orthocomplemented pro;ecti.'e plo.ne. 
。) (G. /JI也ns) E.'el'y nonzero abelian element of a subdiTectly ÙTeducible modulo.r 

ortholo.ttice is an atom. 
Proo{. For (1) se苦[1] .ηleorem 5. For (2) see [3]. Th母orem 1. 

Recall that MO(n) is th牵 ho时zontal sum of n copies of the four element BO.olean algebra. 

THEOREM 16. /f L is a commutator飞卢刚te modulo.l' im!ducibie OML then L '::: :;0 , :;1 0 1' 

MO(n)for some cardinal number n;> 2. 
Proo{. We m墨y assume that ILI> 2. By CoroUary 13 , L is simple and th雷refore sub-
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directly irreducíbl牵. By Lemma 15, part (窍， every nonzero abelian element is an atom 
and so, by CoroUary 8, L is 毒tomic. lf ht(L);> 3 , then there 苦xìsts an .x inL withht位) = 3. 
百le interval 凹..x] is an orthocomplemented projective plan牵 and $0 , by Lemma 15 , 
part (1), it 始以finite. Every ∞atom of [O ,x] is a comm旧事tor of [O , x] 3nd 础。 of L , 
contradicting the fact that L ís commutator.finite. Henc窑 ， ht(L)<'2.

Recall that an AC.lattice is an atomic 1attice 5atisfying the covering property: If a 
isan atom andx ^a 础。， then x V a covers几

COROLLARY 17. Let L be an irreducible commutator.finite OML. These conditions are 
equiνalenr: 

(1) L i3 M-symmetric with at least one ato悦
。) L Î3 anAC也tríce.

(3) L '!: 2 1 o!, MO(n)for some cll1'dinal number n. 
卉。0[. Let J be the set of all joins of finitely many" atoms togeth母r with O. Clearly J 

ìs closed under fmite joins. 
Suppose (1) hol也. Since L isM.好mmetric ， ít has the coverin露 property" [7} ，如leorem

?丘 We claim thatJ is a nontrivial p-ideal. To show thi章 it suffices to show that J ís c10sed 
under Sa犯ki projec:tions. Lct x e L. We shall show thatJcþx Ç. J; Let a be any atom of L; 
it sufflCes to show that a也 eJ. Since x' Ca也.削 have 抖， a弘]嚣 [x' ^a句 ， a弘]'!:
[x', x' V acþx] 黯 [x'， a V x']. However，也比牵 (y. a)M for eachy eL , we have th割徊， y芦4
for eac:h y e L by M-symmetry. Thu辜徊.y沪俨 for 牵achyeL [7] , Lemm革 l工 In partic
u1ar，衍， x' )M*. 1t follows from (x' , a沪f and 怡.x'沪俨 that [x'. a v x'] '!: [a ^ x', aJ. 
机lerefore a如 ìs either an atom or ís O. ln either case, a也 e J. Thus J is a nontrivial 
p付eal. Then by CoroUarý 13, J 嚣 L 50 that each nonzero element of L ís a join of 
fmitely m蔬ny atorns. Thu嚣• L ís an AC-lattice. 
Now 路阳ne (2) hol也 By [巧， Theorem 7 .1 0, L has the atomic exchange property. 

Thus by [1 月， Lemma 口， Theorem 13. L contains a nontrivi印刷 which is a modular 
sublattice of L. However. by Corollary 13 again, L contains no proper nontrivial p跚地垂als.

Thus, L is modu1ar. Wi毒 have th牵refore , from th毒 previous Theorem, that L '!: 21 or 
MO份 for 阳ne c:ard刻al number n. ηle inference that (3) 油plies (1) is obvious. 

Lct (f denote the cl硝S of alI irreduc:ible, atoml棚， M.好mmetric and commutator 
fUlite OMLs. It is not difflCu1t to see 也矗立 I(C' cont毒ins any horizontal sum of a family 
of atomJess B∞lean aJgebr梢. The horizontal sum of finite products 0 f el需ments of (f 
are again in (('革nd the horizontal sum of an element of ,((' with an 喜tomless Boolean 
al侨bra i军将也n in (f. No other element of .. (' are 啻viden t.
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